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The heavens truly do declare the Glory of God and the firmament really does show His handiwork’ (Psalm 
19:1), so be blessed as we expose some of the crazy things Professors are saying re the James Webb space 
telescope and Aliens, while the humble Panda gives the thumbs up to the Creator, and the team joins 
together to report an important BBC reveal, a great New Building update, plus Jurassic Ark progress, Covid 
Tourist experiments and much more. Blessings from John and Joe, from Diane and Craig, Sam, Daryl and 
Glen, plus a whole heap of volunteers to pray and praise for. 

REALLY GOOD NEWS. Wednesday we received the keys to the building for the UK Creation Research 
Museum. Pray now as we begin to shift displays into a permanent site. Get behind this exciting project 
with your funds and prayers as you help the Dinosaurs move in. And thankyou Jesus for this great progress. 
Building is within 10 mins walking distance of 1000 parking spaces DONATE     

  

 
 

https://creationresearchshop.net.au/donations/
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WATER COVERED AUSSIE OUTBACK as John Mackay investigated 
huge fossil shell deposits East of Broken Hill.  Local road graders 
had conveniently left big piles of evidence for us to search. 

 
JURASSIC ARK PROGRESS as fossil shed roof (left) and fossil strata protection cover (right) finished. Special 
thanks to Murray and Daryl for a great effort. Keep up your support. First post Covid Mandate school soon. 
DONATE 

 

 

 

ADVANCE NOTICE NEXT TUESDAY in OZ, John Mackay on VISION RADIO 10:30-11:30 AESTime with Neil 
Johnson. LINK 

BBC HISTORY MAGAZINE BIG HIT ON CLIMATE : The headlines read. . .  

‘The world’s leading climatologists all agree our weather is becoming more severe in the current period of 
rapid climate change. Yet our history if we care to learn from it, has seen this all before ..’, then follows an 
unbelievable reveal of extreme British heat to extreme cold and everything in between.’ The whole article 
is subscription only, but the introduction says enough. LINK 

ICE AGE is the topic for Creation Conversations on our YouTube this weekend. 6-8am AESTime in Oz, 9-
11pm UK with Joseph, John, Diane, Craig and Sam.  HERE   

  

 

https://creationresearchshop.net.au/donations/
https://vision.org.au/listen/
https://www.historyextra.com/period/medieval/catastrophic-extreme-weather-events-british-history/
https://www.youtube.com/c/askjohnmackay?app=desktop
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CRAIG HAWKINS TASMANIA now setting up office 
for full time in Creation Research. Last week’s 
field trip with local Lapidary club members who 
were stunned by how much of Tasmania was 
once under water and how many millions of 
creatures were traumatically buried in that 
area. Keep eyes open for Tassy field trips or 
contact Craig on hawkthe32@gmail.com…. And 
pray for Craig and wife Rachelle. Craig’s daughter 
enjoyed a great day out. 

 

 

WHAT IS A WOMAN? How to answer a question that the Anglican Church and British politicians won’t or 
can’t. Our last week’s Creation Conversations also includes fabulous fossils, a visit to the main Tasmanian 
museum, plus Biblical Archaeology.  
CHECK OUR YOUTUBE CHANNEL   HERE 
Link to BINARY    
  
COVID CHAOS ON AUSSIE TOURIST TEST SHIPS as Covid hits passengers big time after Cruise Companies 
‘rule’ only fully vaxed allowed to travel. Admit it - vaxed people are a major source of transmission, just as 
they were the only source of Covid infection after the Qld State Gov opened borders to fully vaxed only, 
and within 2 weeks Covid went mad in the state.  Craig Hawkins in Tassie, adds that like Qld, Tasmania also 
went crazy with Covid,  when only vaxed people were allowed in after border opening. The Covid outbreak 
began in the north at a ‘vaxed only’ event called Party in the Paddock. Don’t be surprised. Doubts have 
been raised re whether the vax does anything useful. 
 
NOTE ALL UK SUPPORTERS – you can now order a print copy of the Creation News Global:  
Creation News Global! – WELCOME TO THE CREATION RESEARCH CENTRE  

  

 
 
OLDEST PANDA THUMB FOSSIL FOUND.  The giant panda is well known for eating bamboo and having an 
extra “thumb” to help it hold and manipulate bamboo stems as it eats them.  The “thumb” is not an extra 
digit, but a protrusion resulting from an enlarged wrist bone called a radial sesamoid.  A group of scientists 
from various USA and Chinese institutions have studied some fossil giant panda bones and found the fossil 
panda had a radial sesamoid, just like living pandas.  The fossil panda bones are dated as six to seven 
million years old, which match the oldest panda fossils known.  Pandas are believed to have evolved from 
meat eating bear-like animals and scientists have speculated as to when this happened.  The research team 
concluded: “This crude “thumb” suggests that the origin of the panda’s dedicated bamboo diet goes back 
to as early as 6–7 Ma.”  (Ma – million years)  Xiaoming Wang of the Natural History Museum of Los Angeles 
commented: “Evolving from a carnivorous ancestor and becoming a pure bamboo-feeder, pandas must 
overcome many obstacles.  An opposable ‘thumb’ from a wrist bone may be the most amazing 
development against these hurdles.” 
The researchers also speculated as why the sesamoid bone never developed into a fully functional extra 
thumb.  Denise Su, one of the researchers explained: “Five to six million years should be enough time for 

mailto:hawkthe32@gmail.com%E2%80%A6
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/FMfcgzGpGwrFbGxVlsGGbBvRqlpBXHJL?projector=1
https://www.binary.org.au/binary_s_victorian_community_survey_results_are_bad_news_for_dan_andrews?utm_campaign=2022_07_18_weekly_enews&utm_medium=email&utm_source=binary
https://nam12.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fcreationresearchcentre.com%2Fcreation-news-global%2F&data=05%7C01%7C%7Caeb331f1e02b4b02e59508da69ed381d%7C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%7C1%7C0%7C637938764818731315%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=Bs3IzxGtKPyt5fvaDCSOyfDP%2B47fqDpHq6KF%2BCUtGJE%3D&reserved=0
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the panda to develop longer false thumbs, but it seems that the evolutionary pressure of needing to travel 
and bear its weight kept the ‘thumb’ short – strong enough to be useful without being big enough to get in 
the way.”  
Ref: Science (AAAS) News and SciTech Daily 30 June 2022; Scientific Reports 30 June 2022 doi: 
10.1038/s41598-022-13402-y 
ED. COM.  When will evolutionists face up to the fact that time cannot make new structures and functions 
in living things?  Five to six million years or any amount of time, will not make a new panda thumb.  We 
would also ask them what made the supposed “carnivorous ancestor” decide to eat bamboo and 
overcome the obstacles involved?  But that could not produce a radial sesamoid bone either.  To go from 
no thumb, or a simple bony lump, to a fully formed digit requires new genetic information.  All 
observations in the real world confirm that genetic information tends to be lost over time.  New genetic 
information requires deliberate insertion by an intelligent creator who is outside the genome. 
Let’s consider what this fossil actually shows.  If this is the oldest panda fossil it is evidence that pandas 
have always been pandas and have always been well suited to eating bamboo, i.e. they have reproduced 
after their kind, which confirms Genesis, not evolution.  All animals were created as separate kinds in a 
fully functional state, and they all ate plants in the beginning.  Later some degenerated to became 
carnivores, but pandas continued as vegetarians as they were able to find suitable food and were equipped 
to eat it. 
 

 
 
NEW TELESCOPE WILL WATCH CREATION AND FIND ALIEN LIFE are two of the many claims made about the 
James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) after the first images taken by the telescope were released.  When 
describing an image of the Carina Nebula, Katie Mack, who holds the Hawking Chair in Cosmology and 
Science Communication at the Perimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, wrote: “Where Hubble’s view 
showed us the edges of the clouds, JWST lets us peer within, to watch the process of creation as it 
happens, to see, like never before, how new light is born from the stuff of the stars. We came from that. 
We are made of that. This is our cosmic origin story, viewed 8,000 light-years away, in another part of the 
Galaxy, but, nonetheless, entirely ours.” 
Meanwhile Chris Impey and Daniel Apai of University of Arizona are looking for signs of life on exoplanets, 
i.e. planets outside our solar system.  They commented: “Thanks in large part to powerful next-generation 
telescopes like James Webb, scientists like us will soon be able to measure the chemical makeup of 
atmospheres of planets orbiting around other stars. It is hoped that we will detect a chemical signature of 
life on one or more of these exoplanets.”  However, they admit finding chemicals associated with life, such 
as water, carbon dioxide, oxygen and methane, does not mean they have found life.  Oxygen is generated 
by sunlight splitting water molecules, as well as from photosynthesis by plants, while carbon dioxide and 
methane are produced by volcanoes as well as cows and other animals. 
References: BBC Science Focus 14 July 2022; SciTech Daily 15 July 2022  
Images of deep space (above) and Carina Nebula (centre of main banner): NASA/STScI 
 
ED. COM.  It is good to see these scientists recognising that finding some chemicals in outer space that also 
exist in living things on earth does not mean they have found life in outer space, but it doesn’t seem to 
stop them wanting to find life in outer space.  Over the past few decades a lot of time and resources have 
been poured into finding alien life because of an evolutionary belief that life can arise from chemical 
interactions alone, and therefore there is no need for the Creator.  This is simply not true.  Living things are 

https://www.science.org/content/article/pandas-may-have-had-thumbs-early-7-million-years-ago
https://scitechdaily.com/the-case-of-the-false-thumb-giant-pandas-amazing-feature-developed-at-least-six-million-years-ago/
https://www.sciencefocus.com/comment/first-james-webb-images-show-us-creation-as-it-happens-says-hawking-chair-in-cosmology/
https://scitechdaily.com/james-webb-space-telescope-just-proved-its-value-in-the-search-for-alien-life/
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made of chemicals, but the difference between chemicals in living things and chemicals in the physical 
environment, even in outer space, is the way they are organised and controlled, i.e. life requires masses of 
information.  Information comes from a creative mind who is outside the system of matter and energy. 
The idea that our bodies are made of the stuff of stars is a romantic pagan Sagan fiction based on the Big 
Bang theory, that has to explain why living things full of elements like carbon, oxygen and nitrogen, when 
the universe is supposed to have started out with just hydrogen.  The Creator of the cosmos tells us clearly 
that our bodies are made of the stuff of the earth, which He created three days before He made the stars.  
As well as serving mankind for signs, times and seasons, (Genesis 1: 14) the stars and other heavenly 
bodies are there to declare the glory of God (Psalm 19) and they remind us of His greatness and power.  
Through technology like the new space telescope, our generation has been privileged to see more 
wonderful and glorious things in the heavens.  The images produced by this telescope are truly superb and 
definitely worth studying, but they are not our “cosmic origin story”.  Those who study these new images 
are without excuse for failing to give honour to the Creator, and will be judged for substituting their own 
ideas for the Creator’s clearly written word. 
 
Did you miss these questions on outer space: 
EXTRA-TERRESTRIAL? Is there life in outer space? Would it matter theologically if they found some?  
Answer here. 
BIG BANG: When did it happen in relation to earth’s history? Could it possibly have happened?  
Answer here. 
LIGHT WITHOUT SUN? How could God make light on Day One when the sun & moon were created on Day 
Four?  Answer here. 
  

 

 
HUMMINGBIRDS HAVE MOST COLOURS.  Scientists at Yale University 
have carried out an extensive study of the wavelengths of light reflected 
by feathers of from 114 species of hummingbirds.  They found the range 
of colours in hummingbirds exceeded the range of colours in all other 
birds put together.  They even found new colours not previously found by 
other methods, that we can’t see but birds can.  What does this tell us 
about hummingbirds?  READ 
More details and our comments here. 
Useful links from the Archives: Panda Jaw, Panda Genome, How 
Hummingbirds Avoid Crashes, Old Hummingbird Blows Scientist’s 
Mind, Aliens Designed DNA, Vatican Says Aliens Could Exist  
  

  
DONATIONS  
Donate directly via Paypal or Pin Payments 
USA Tax-Deductible Click 
UK Gift Aid Click 
Australia and the Rest of the World Click  
 
 
PDF available here. 
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https://askjohnmackay.com/life-outer-space-matter-theologically-found/
https://askjohnmackay.com/big-bang-when-happen-relation-earths-history-could-possibly-happen/
https://askjohnmackay.com/light-without-sun-how-god-make-light-day-one-sun-moon-created-4th/
https://creationfactfile.com/6568/hummingbirds-have-most-colours/
https://creationfactfile.com/6322/panda-jaw-evolved-for-bamboo/
https://creationfactfile.com/1284/panda-genome/
https://creationfactfile.com/3731/how-hummingbirds-avoid-crashes/
https://creationfactfile.com/3731/how-hummingbirds-avoid-crashes/
https://creationfactfile.com/1360/old-hummingbird-blows-scientists-mind/
https://creationfactfile.com/1360/old-hummingbird-blows-scientists-mind/
https://creationfactfile.com/1439/aliens-designed-dna/
https://creationfactfile.com/2150/vatican-says-aliens-could-exist/
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=2DJ2536C87ZPU&source=url
https://pay.pinpayments.com/qybr?success_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcreationresearchshop.net.au%2Fthank-you-redirect%2F
https://www.creationresearchshopusa.com/donate
http://creationresearchshop.net.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/Gift-Aid.pdf
https://creationresearchshop.net.au/donations/
https://creationresearch.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/Enews/enews-20220330.pdf
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LIKE US on  Facebook 

FOLLOW US on Twitter @creationbloke 

KEEP UP ON OUR FOSSILS on  INSTAGRAM – Creation_Research 
 
 

 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Creation-Research/155408167850473?ref=hl
https://twitter.com/creationbloke
https://instagram.com/creation_research

